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THE CITY OF LIGHT
Paris is one of those places that everyone dreams of going one day. Imagery of the Eiffel tower is
everywhere and the French language is intertwined into so many popular English phrases.
My trip to Paris was completely spur of the moment, I bought my plane ticket just over a month before.
Actually, I decided to even go just over a month before. My partner asked me to go and Paris is one of
those places that you don’t even think twice, you just say yes.
We happened to find amazing flight prices and while I don’t portray myself as a “budget traveler”, I
definitely can’t pass up a good deal. Every time I visit Europe, I always say I could absolutely imagine
living here and visiting Paris was no different. From the historic monuments to the delicious food,
you’ll find some great suggestions in this guide to make your trip to Paris, France completely
unforgettable.

WHAT TO EXPECT
LANGUAGE

French is the primary language of Paris with most
places having at least one English speaker. The more
local you get, the less likely you are to find anyone
speaking English. In Paris, it is considered courteous to
attempt speaking French at least to open conversation.
I would suggest learning basic conversational phrases.
This is a great reference video and helped me out a lot
before my trip
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qYO7snTI5oY

CLIMATE

Always check the weather before booking your flight to
determine if you want to travel during that time of
year. I went in early November and the weather was in
the 40’s for the duration of my trip. I checked this
ahead of time of course and packed accordingly. Paris
requires a lot of walking so be prepared for that when
packing clothing.

WHERE TO STAY

Paris is divided into 20 “arrondissements”, each one
allowing you to explore a different part of Paris’
culture but they run into one another. The 1st
Arrondissement is where the city’s main sights are
located such as the the Louvre and the Palais Royale.
The 8th Arrondissement, where Champs-Elysees is
located, is near the 1st and within relative walking
distance. I would suggest staying near at least one of
the places you plan on visiting. There’s a huge variety
of options in Paris from AirBnb’s to the typical large
hotel chains.
I chose to stay at a locally owned hotel that catered to
English-speaking travelers. This gave me the best of
both worlds! I got a local feel by staying in the middle
of a Paris neighborhood in the 10th Arrondissement
in walking distance to the Plaza de la Republique.
This was great because I wasn’t quite in the busiest
part of the city but it was very close and easy to get to
local monuments. There was also several restaurants,
markets and drug stores nearby and my hotel was
close to several metro stops. Be prepared for smaller
accommodations, many of the rooms and beds in
Paris are a bit smaller than the average in the US.

WHAT TO
EXPECT (CON'T)
CURRENCY

The currency in Paris is euros. Exchange
money with your bank beforehand. You
can exchange your money at the airport
but fees are often a bit higher. Most places
accept credit cards, however always check
with your credit/debit card company
about foreign transaction fees. Some cards
come with no foreign transactions fees at
all such as my personal favorite, the
American Express SkyMiles credit card.
You can sign up here and get 40,000
bonus SkyMiles
http://refer.amex.us/PAIGELs4Op?
xl=cp15

COVID-19

Paris is taking precautions to minimize
the spread of COVID-19. Most restaurants,
bars and nightclubs will require you to
have a COVID health pass to show proof of
vaccination. Travelers vaccinated in the
US must get a vaccination conversion
health pass available at Paris pharmacies.

BEST WAY TO
GET AROUND
I absolutely recommend getting a metro
pass for the entire length of your stay. Not
only is it inexpensive but with Paris traffic,
it is the quickest and easiest way to get
around. I would not recommend renting a
car, driving in Paris can be very chaotic if
you’re not used to it.
Uber is available but with the traffic, it can
take very long to get to your destination.
The metro is clean, easy to access and you
can look up directions and stops using
Apple Maps or Google Maps by clicking
the public transit option. I would
recommend buying a weekly pass for
unlimited trips which start around 40
euros but single trip tickets are about 1.90
euros. Whether in an Uber or on the
metro, always be aware of your
surroundings and secure your belongings.
You can find more info about the metro &
route directions here:
https://www.ratp.fr/en

PLACES TO EAT &
DRINK

I’m only going to list a few places because Paris is
truly a city of hidden gems and even if you walk into a
random restaurant along the street, it is likely to be
great. Especially for breakfast, you can stop by any
“boulangerie” and there’s freshly baked breads and
pastries, just follow the smell of the cinnamon rolls!
We discovered so many great bars and restaurants by
going off of our list and simply looking at what was
around. Here's a list of must-go places to help you get
started.

RESTAURANTS

-Momma Jackson’s (Soul
food)
-Sunday in Soho or
Holybelly (American
restaurants with a French
twist, great for brunch)
-Le Philisophe (Best French
Onion soup in Paris!)
-La Cuisine De Phillippe
-Chez Fernand
-Senegalese Waly Fay

BARS

-21 Soundbar (Black Owned)
-Arbane Cocktail Bar
-La Mezcaleria (this is a
speakeasy in a hotel)
-Le 17 Bar Café and
Restaurant (Good for cheap
drinks & open late)
-Moonshiner
-Strip of bars in Les Halles,
near Chatelet Westfield
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THINGS TO DO
Phew! So many places to list here so I’m sure I won’t name them all but I will list my favorites.
Eiffel Tower: Obviously a must see, no matter how many times I’ve seen the Eiffel Tower in videos
and pictures, seeing it in person was truly magical. Plus, the view from the observation deck is
gorgeous. I’d recommend purchasing tickets for the Eiffel Tower in advance.
Champs-Elysees: This is a long street with the Arc De Triomphe at one end and the Louvre at the
other end. It’s about a 40-minute walk from the Arc to the Louvre but there’s so much to see along
the way! This is an area where you’ll find designer store after designer store and if you don’t want
to walk the entire way, you can take the metro.
Musee De Louvre: This museum is an icon and is home to many popular statues and paintings
such as the Mona Lisa. Touring the Louvre is definitely an experience and can be very tiring. If you
plan to go here, make it your primary event for the day so you can truly take it in. Grab a map and
choose specific parts of the Louvre to tour to make sure you see your favorites. The Louvre also
has it’s own mall for shopping so you definitely want to take your time here.
There’s several well-known places to see in Paris like the Palais Royal, Palais Garnier, Pont Neuf,
the Sacre Coeur Basilica, Bastille, Versailles (this is just outside of Paris), the Notre Dame and
many others. You can do a boat trip on the Seine River or a picnic on the Eiffel Tower lawn (be
mindful of the weather!). I would also suggest checking AirBnb Experiences for unique local
activities. We found a candle making class at Candora perfumes and a speakeasy tour through
Airbnb Experiences which were both amazing! The tour was a great way to explore local bars, met
some cool people from all around the world.
Last but certainly not least, when in Paris, you have to go shopping. At least do some window
shopping if you want to see the newest trends to take over the industry. For starters, visit La
Samaritaine, Rue de Rivoli, and Galeries Lafayette. The Parisian storefronts will surely take your
breath away. Especially the Louis Vuitton and Dior stores along Champs-Elysees. The local
markets are also great places to go for small items and trinkets.

LENGTH OF STAY

Paris is a huge city and if you plan to visit distant
locations such as Versailles or Disney Land Paris, I
suggest a week minimum. I went for 6 days and didn’t
get the chance to go to Versailles since I was focused on
making it to my must-see places in the city. I think 7-8
days is perfect. Of course, if you can stay longer,
definitely go for it.
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